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We first fit the input laser pulse by Iin(t). We then calculated numerically the round-trip phase increment 6, due to the field-induced refractive o -4-LBL-8180 index in the cavity, ' and the output pulse I (t) with the response funcout tion of the detector system included in the calculation. Finally, I
(t) out versus lin (t) ,using t as a varying parameter was plotted. In each figure, (" one normalization constant was used to fit the peak of lout (t) in case (a), I Z and then the same normalization constant was used in cases (b) and (c).
As shown in Figs. 1 and 2 , the theoretical curves describe the experimental results very well.
In the bistable mode of operation, if the detector response is infinitelyfast, lout (t) would actually show an overshoot and damped oscillation after the optical switching. This results from the transient buildup of the cavity field from its initial value to the ,final value at switching.
In our experimental observation, the effect was largely damped out by the slow detector response except for a small overshoot. If we consider overshoot and oscillation as part of the switching, then switching can be con- The quasi-steady-state limit is only approached when Tp/tR ~ 300.
Then even in the quasi-steady-state li~it, optical switching in the bistable mode of operation may exhibit overshoot and ringing and the switching speed is limited by the cavity buildup time.
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